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Turn predictive cybersecurity insight into action by integrating Aravo’s market-leading 
intelligent automation for third-party risk management (TPRM) and SecurityScorecard 
Security Rating’s objective scoring of your third parties’ cyber health.

Aravo Connector for
SecurityScorecard Ratings

Year over year, cybersecurity is consistently a top 

concern for boards1, particularly as they witness 

the fines, reputational damage, and other losses 

their peers suffer after a breach. With 63% of data 

breaches reportedly due to the actions of a third 

party2, many organizations choose to validate third-

party information security risk assessments con-

ducted in Aravo and enable continuous monitoring 

and remediation with a reliable objective measure, 

such as SecurityScorecard Security Ratings3. 

A pre-built integration, the Aravo Connector for 

SecurityScorecard Security Ratings brings overall 

company grades and scores across 10 risk factors 

into the context of the 360-degree view of third-

party risk managed in Aravo. 

Designed to fit into your existing Aravo configuration 

without disruption, the Aravo Connector for Security-

Scorecard Security Ratings automates the bi-direc-

tional data exchange to support portfolio seeding, 

rating data retrieval, summary support retrieval and 

optional removal of the domain from the portfolio 

to establishes an enriched, on-demand cyber risk 

intelligence feed within your Aravo solution.

Features

1 Taking the Pulse of Third-Party Risk Management 2021 Survey, conducted by Aravo  Solutions

2 Ponemon Institute 2019

3 Organizations must provide an active SecurityScorecard Security Ratings subscription to implement this connector.

• Complement infosec assessments with objective analysis of 

security control weaknesses as well as potential vulnerabilities 

throughout your supply chain ecosystem 

• Incorporate the SecurityScorecard grades into your existing 

third-party risk profile and/or cyber security processes for deeper 

insights within a centralized view of risk

• Layer ratings data into any Aravo worfklow process to trigger 

actions such as issues and corrective actions, segmentation, and 

risk assessment at scale, with a fully auditable audit trail

• Provide transparency and collaboration during the remediation 

process to enable third parties to programmatically improve their 

ratings and help build trust between you and your third parties

• Raise the bar of performance and de-risk relationships with third 

parties by using Aravo scorecards and risk dashboards as a 

collaborative tool

• Generate detailed and continuous assessment of third parties’ 

security postures throughout the third-party lifecycle, enabling 

management by exception 

• Conditionally target third parties that require screening. elimi-

nating manual processes

• Add granular scoring-level comments and share them with the 

third party to request a response

• Track the trend history of SecurityScorecard grades
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Aravo Connector for SecurityScorecard Security Ratings in Action

For more information about Aravo’s Connector for SecurityScorecard Security 

Ratings go to www.aravo.com or contact us for a demo.

+1.415.835.7600 [US]      +44 (0) 203 955 5318 [EMEA] info@aravo.com

SecurityScorecard screenings can be initiated directly 

by users or easily automated during your processing 

whenever the domain input is not null.

Aravo retrieves and displays key scoring results, 

company information and detailed measurement 

factors along with a link to a downloadable 

summary report.

Users have multiple disposition and monitoring 

options including triggering enhanced due diligence 

based on the results and flagging high-risk third 

parties for continuous monitoring. Your organization 

can set recurring monitoring based upon a cadence 

that the program needs (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.). 

Reviewers can also add comments to the score and 

elect to share them with the third-party for input and 

collaboration.

Reports and dashboards, which are included out of 

the box, provide a high-level view of the risk scores 

across your third-party portfolio and allow you to drill 

down into the underlying third-party data. 


